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TOKYO —

11 dead, 1,253 injured after snow
NATIONAL FEB. 09, 2014 - 07:00PM JST ( 22 ) 

The heaviest snow in decades in Tokyo
and other areas of Japan has left at least 11 dead and
more than 1,250 injured across the country, reports
said Sunday.

As much as 27 centimeters of snow was recorded in
Tokyo by late Saturday, the heaviest fall in the capital
for 45 years, according to meteorologists.

The storm hit Tokyo on the eve of its gubernatorial
election.

Observers say the weather may affect voter turnout in the city of 13 million people. As of
6 p.m., turnout was down more than 10 percentage points from a previous poll during the
last mayoral election.

As a depression moved along the Pacific coast Saturday, the northeastern city of Sendai
saw 35 centimeters of snow, the heaviest in 78 years.

Local media said at least 11 people have been killed with one person also in critical
condition in snow-linked accidents—mostly crashes after their cars skidded on icy roads.

In Aichi Prefecture, a 50-year-old man died after his car slipped on the icy road and
rammed into an advertisement steel pole, a local rescuer said.

Public broadcaster NHK reported at least 1,253 people were injured across the nation,
many of whom had slipped on the ground or fallen while shovelling the snow off their
roofs.

More than 20,000 households were without electricity early Sunday while airlines
cancelled more than 400 domestic flights a day after over 740 flights were grounded.

Nearly 5,000 people were stranded at Narita airport Saturday as traffic linking the airport
to the capital was disrupted, NHK said.

Further snowfall is expected Sunday in the northern part of the country, the Japan
Meteorological Agency said.
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Mariam Tebourbi FEB. 09, 2014 - 01:30PM JST

Be safe everyone!

2

Iwandabaka FEB. 09, 2014 - 02:06PM JST

Actually 601 injured. The wife said to me at 7pm, "Go to the conbini and get a bottle of wine." I said, "But it's a

once in a decade blizzard out there!" She said "So?" I went, got the wine, then slipped on the way back and
broke my finger. When I got back she asked, "Did you get white?" I said, "No..." She said, "Why not?"3

Virginia vote on Sea of Japan hands victory
to South Koreans1 226

'Beethoven of Japan' says he can hear
again2 12

China angered by Japan's U.N. bid for
kamikaze pilot letters3
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Happy Days International Preschool
Contact us to arrange a school visit. Learn more about
our wonderful English curriculum program at one of
Tokyo's best International Preschools conveniently
located in Ebisu, Shibuya-ku right next to Minato-ku,
Tokyo.

Disillusioned FEB. 09, 2014 - 02:19PM JST

The next few days are gonna be hell in Tokyo with a lot more injuries to come. Many of the trains are still not

running or running on irregular schedules. The snow banks shovelled up by the sides of the roads are 2-3m
high in some places. At least it's a nice sunny and warm day today to start the thaw. Take it easy people!2

smithinjapan FEB. 09, 2014 - 04:18PM JST

You know, we read about people falling off roofs in snow storms and typhoons many, many times a year. Can't

a nation like Japan, with its brilliance in terms of certain inventions (some the opposite, of course), come up
with some kind of simple safety belt you can strap to somewhere if you're going to go up on the roof?

Even with driver's training as to what to do when slipping/fish-tailing on the road when you hit a patch of black
ice or snow, I doubt there's a lot you could do on the narrow and often packed roads here, but people do need

training in that area. As it is, it sounds like some of the accidents were the result of people trying to slam on the
breaks when they hit snow/ice.

Be careful, peeps. Looks like this week is going to be pretty cold as well.

-9

KnowBetter FEB. 09, 2014 - 04:35PM JST

With 'Global Warming' clearly not happening anymore (since around 2006), I hope there is still enough money
around to figure out how we are going to deal with a cooling planet. This cooling cycle is expected to continue

to around 2030. Clearly Tokyo and most parts of Japan don't even have snow clearing/removal budgets in
place so imagine the paradigm shift of going from thinking we are making the planet too hot to what should we

do now?

-13

ssenipah FEB. 09, 2014 - 04:57PM JST

With 'Global Warming' clearly not happening anymore

Tough for the simple minded to get their heads around the concept of warmer oceans leading to more violent
and extreme weather but it is a fact. Here's a "one point advice" to start your brain clicking "today's weather is

not a climate"

9

moussajinx FEB. 09, 2014 - 05:45PM JST

smithinjapan - I know what roads turn into when no one has a clue how to drive in icy and (to them) insane
conditions. You can't expect a large populous of commuters to suddenly remember how to navigate black ice in

places where that shouldn't happen. Just because you know not to slam on the brakes and steer out of a skid
doesn't mean the 40,000 other drivers do. It's a clusterwonder, and it is.

KnowBetter - I hope you're being sarcastic, because global warming doesn't mean the WEATHER PATTERNS
are going warmer, it means we've hooped the planet and now we get tidal increases and strange weather

patterns.

ssenipah - Yes. Exactly. And it's not just going to disappear.

4

WilliB FEB. 09, 2014 - 06:08PM JST

moussajinx:

" it means we've hooped the planet and now we get tidal increases and strange weather patterns "

No. It means we (i.e. our politicians) have found a convenient way to extract more taxes get more funds for all

sorts of schemes in the name of "global warming".

Fact ist, weather patterns have always been strange, tides have always increased and decresed; continue at

will. The only think constant about the climate is that it changes. The idea that the "climate" is controlled by the
0.03% CO2 content of the atmosphere, of which about about only 1% is man-made has always been

ludicrious.

-12

the_odeman FEB. 09, 2014 - 06:49PM JST

I never knew there was only one "route" from Narita to Tokyo. Since that line was covered in snow, a large
number of people were stranded at Narita. Surely they would have back up plans, such as a convoy of buses

to transport people?

Is a subway viable?

0

B.B.Q.Demon FEB. 09, 2014 - 08:24PM JST

People around the world wonder what's going on when they see Japanese commuting during really bad
weather (especially big typhoons). Japanese are too inflexible about work. I'm expected to show up at work

regardless of the ferocity of the weather. Luckily, my area isn't affected by this snowstorm.-3

Elbuda Mexicano FEB. 09, 2014 - 08:37PM JST

Sunday, we got English students from Okinawa all the way up to Hokkaido, at good old Eki Mae Ryugaku, so
the tough ones like me, braved the cold wind and snow and ice and gave our Japanese students great English

and other language lessons today!2

Mitsuo Matsuyama FEB. 09, 2014 - 09:02PM JST

Pretty sad to read such news.

0

Guiseppi FEB. 09, 2014 - 09:10PM JST

Now we have a new problem. The snow piled up is melting onto the roads in the day and freezing at night. Its

damned slippery out there. Watch it trying to stop for red lights!

0
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hameln FEB. 09, 2014 - 10:03PM JST

@knowbetter

Clearly Tokyo and most parts of Japan don't even have snow clearing/removal budgets in place so imagine

the paradigm shift of going from thinking we are making the planet too hot to what should we do now?

You answered it yourself when there were warning on the JT that Tokyo should prepare for snowfall. Although

you didn't believe to new ice age a month ago:-)

KnowBetterJan. 12, 2014 - 10:39PM JST So which is it now?!? Are we going to burn to a crisp here on earth

or are we going to freeze to death as this NEW ice age begins? The media just loves this crap and can't sell
enough of it. Snow is snow and if people just used some common sense, they can easily deal with it. If you,

as most of us living in an earthquake zone, have your emergency 72 hour kit at the ready then if you get
stuck at home when the power goes out due to a horrific snowfall, you should be prepared. Unless so much

of the stuff falls and it's really wet and heavy, your house will fair much better than during a quake and you'll
have plenty of things to talk about with your neighbours as you plow the snow out of the way. Relax,... winters

used to be like this and some people had to walk to school in a metre of snow, 15 kms, uphill, BOTH WAYS

or so the stories go.

>

-1

doedel FEB. 09, 2014 - 11:29PM JST

Surely they would have back up plans, such as a convoy of buses to transport people?

Buses and even taxis are of few use when the necessary streets are closed. And, ... it was not only people
trying to get away FROM Narita but also the other way around.

I probably would be in a warm tropical spot by now IF I could have gotten to Narita somehow. But the only kind

taxi driver who cared to stop at Shinjuku station's "Taxi" sign explained that it would take more than four hours

and about 300 bucks to get there :/.

0

Jim Poushinsky FEB. 10, 2014 - 04:21AM JST

Sounds like a bit of the weather we've been experiencing for the last 3 months in most of North America, with
no end in sight! Could Global Warming be precipitating the next Ice Age? Stay warm, don't go out unless you

have to, and be extra careful everyone.0

Robyne Henderson FEB. 10, 2014 - 04:28AM JST

praying for Japan! too many HUGE natural disasters happening to it!

0

Seawolf FEB. 10, 2014 - 06:34AM JST

Finally, Karuizawa draped into her white winter coat, I was getting tired of the cold weather without any snow,

also it did give me the chance to hike easily into forests, no snow and no bears, best combination. It seemed
strange to have all the highways reopen in one day inside the mountains, but most of Kanto-area still closed,

can't they just drive some of the machinery down after cleaning is finished up here? Anyway it was business as
usual here mostly, with only the amateur drivers from outside slowing down the traffic. 35 cm of white fluffy

powder snow - love it!

0

Salus FEB. 10, 2014 - 08:17AM JST

Yeah more injuries will come now that the roads r all icy. The kids from a nearby high school were shovelling

snow to clear the roads in the neighborhood yesterday. Passersby, including myself, were all very thankful to
them!Pls be safe everyone!0

Lizz FEB. 10, 2014 - 09:43PM JST

As much as 27 centimeters of snow was recorded in Tokyo by late Saturday,

I am without tremendous sympathy coming back to the states with a foot of snow and having to drive everyday
on dangerous roads but feeling fortunate to have made it to Narita Airport by mid afternoon Saturday. At that

time flights and trains were cancelled while there was at most 2-3 inches on the ground in Tokyo.

-1

Hirotaka Nakahama FEB. 11, 2014 - 01:43AM JST

I was so tired to get to the university to take exam. I can't believe why it snowed so much.

0

ka_chan FEB. 11, 2014 - 10:55AM JST

It's not that cold and it's not that much snow. With the speed limits in Japan, it amazes me that people are

dying from hitting a pole at those speeds. Now , you should be wearing you seat belts. Generally speaking, you
do not what to do anything when you hit black ice other than take the foot off the gas. Once you clear the ice

you can turn or break but you really don't want to be doing that on black ice. You should be driving so fast
anyway. Loved driving in the snow when I was younger. Ice, that's different, can't do much on ice. Did do 4

360s once, not intentionally but you can't drive that fast in Japan. So enjoy it for it will be all gone in a week or
so. As for the kind of weather the states have been experiences, that was a polar vortex where the cold in the

arctic decides to come down with the jet stream. But they do say the poles may be re-adjusting so you never

know it this may not become permanent.

0
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REUTERS/Toru Hanai

TOKYO —

3 dead, 494 injured as heavy snow hits most of
Japan

NATIONAL FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:00PM JST ( 45 ) 

The heaviest snow in two decades struck
Tokyo and other areas across Japan on Saturday,
leaving three dead and nearly 500 others injured in 29
prefectures, reports said.

More than 740 flights were grounded as the weather
agency issued a severe storm warning for the capital,
while more than 40,000 households lost power.

As much as 22 centimeters of snow was recorded
Saturday afternoon in Tokyo, topping 20 centimeters

for the first time since 1994, the meteorological agency and news reports said.

Two female passengers, aged 88 and 90, died on Saturday in a car accident on their way
to a nursing home in Ishikawa, NHK said. Police suspect one of the cars skidded on the
icy road and caused the head-on clash.

A man was also killed in Nagano as a train smashed into his car at a railroad crossing, the
broadcaster said, adding that 3,200 other accidents occurred across the nation caused by
vehicles skidding in the icy conditions.

Public broadcaster NHK said at least 494 people were injured in snow-related accidents
across the nation.

Further snowfall is expected Saturday night and early Sunday in Tokyo, the weather
agency said.

The agency issued a heavy snow warning for the capital, the first such warning for the
capital in 13 years, calling on residents not to go out unless necessary.

The agency also warned of strong winds and high waves in eastern Japan as a rapidly
developing low pressure front was heading toward eastern Japan, it said.

Japanese airline companies have cancelled 742 flights on Saturday due to heavy snow,
NHK said, adding that more cancellations are expected on Sunday.

Airports in the western cities of Hiroshima and Kagawa were temporarily closed as
operators were removing snow from the runways.

Television footage showed hundreds of passengers queuing for reimbursement or a
change of flights at Tokyo’s Haneda airport with departure boards indicating the
cancellation of many flights.

Employees were hurriedly removing snow from the pavement in front of their shops and
restaurants in Tokyo’s bustling Ginza district.

Railway operators temporarily suspended services of Shinkansen bullet trains in western
Japan, affecting more than 100,000 passengers, news reports said.

Some 43,800 households lost power in large areas of central and eastern Japan because
of the heavy snow, the Yomiuri Shimbun reported.

Some sections of expressways mainly in central Japan were also closed due to the snow.

In Tokyo, several universities delayed the starting times of their entrance examinations
for the new academic year starting in April.

(c) 2014 AFP
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It looks like it's going to be pretty nasty. Take care everybody.

9

HaraldBloodaxe FEB. 08, 2014 - 07:10AM JST

Well, that takes care of my duty to try to struggle in to work. Strong winds = no Chiyoda Line. Off to the park

with me, then. Snowman ahoy!

3

Disillusioned FEB. 08, 2014 - 07:16AM JST

Oh, great! Half of the people know have been give the day off work. The company I work for just said, "Come in
when you can." When I asked about how will I get home there was no reply. Thanks!

7

Serrano FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:05AM JST

@disillusioned

Your company told you "Come in when you can," right? Well, today you can't come in! Problem solved!

Take care!11

Disillusioned FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:09AM JST

Serrano - I wish it was that simple. They are sending me updates on the trains, so they know I can get there.

No show = No pay!

2

Brainiac FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:16AM JST

I've already heard sirens half a dozen times this morning. I wonder how many car crashes and pedestrians

getting injured after slipping over there will be by the end of the day,

0

YongYang FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:29AM JST

Di* Who or 'what' do you work for? Stay home dude!

The GF arrived last night, now stay warm, safe and cozy. I am.
4

HaraldBloodaxe FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:30AM JST

Just another day when the performance of "gaman" trumps common sense. The only reasons anyone needs to

venture out today are a) you work for the emergency services or b) there are snowmen to make.

I'm in group b.5

Peacetrain FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:50AM JST

There are still funerals, weddings, and people reworking in stores who need sales etc. not everyone can stay

home.

Just hope people in cars adjust their driving.8

oikawa FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:56AM JST

Not so bad at the moment. It's hardly snowing and what there is is very fine snow.

0

Disillusioned FEB. 08, 2014 - 09:09AM JST

Well, there's a twist! After struggling to get to work without going A over T and breaking my arm the manager
has decided to close shop at 12. WTF! Aaaaaaargh!

3

Yasuyuki Matsumiya FEB. 08, 2014 - 09:13AM JST

It doesn't matter in Tokyo now. 9am.

0

smithinjapan FEB. 08, 2014 - 09:22AM JST

I went out last night just to go stand in the beautifully falling snow. Loved it. First flurry (by Japanese
standards... remember, I'm a Canuck) I've seen in a long time. Went to the local convenience store and found a

Peruvian friend there drinking a Chu-hai in the shop because he didn't want to go outside. He was surprised
when I said I loved it.

That said, many people here, and obviously the system as a whole, is not used to such heavy snowfalls, so be
careful. I saw a guy speeding through an intersection this morning, and fortunately for him the snow had turned

to cold rain and sleet because if there was still the accumulation from last night he may well have skidded into
the other lane or worse. Snow is not that big a problem, in my opinion, but what is is that it's now raining and

when it gets colder that will turn to freezing rain and potentially black ice.

So again, take care, people.
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Jean ValJean FEB. 08, 2014 - 09:42AM JST

Bring it on! I'd love to see a nice 30cm accumulation!

1

sighclops FEB. 08, 2014 - 09:45AM JST

Empty train to work - was GREAT! More snow pls!

2

oikawa FEB. 08, 2014 - 09:55AM JST

Yeah it's getting good now here in East Tokyo

0

HaraldBloodaxe FEB. 08, 2014 - 10:15AM JST

The snow is very fine here in Chiba. A bit worrying. I want a good foot of it.

-3

DaveAllTogether FEB. 08, 2014 - 11:10AM JST

The snow in Chiba was not enough to delay my flight arrival. Everything looks so pretty from the air.

Unfortunately I don't really have the time to look around.

1

Raymond Chuang FEB. 08, 2014 - 12:05PM JST

If the weather report is correct, that is just under 6 inches of snow from this snowstorm. That could be a

problem for the Kanto Plain, since they're NOT used to a snowfall like this--a very common occurrence on the
Sea of Japan shoreline (except interestingly not in the city of Niigata, where the "shadowing" topographical

effect of Sado Island keeps snowfall in that city to a relatively low level).
5

jpntdytmrow FEB. 08, 2014 - 12:19PM JST

Maybe we will be able to build a kamakura and dine in it like we did years ago! Hope you can stay home and

play! Shoveled for 90 minutes earlier but more than twice doubled since then!

1

FightingViking FEB. 08, 2014 - 12:23PM JST

Well, at least it makes for some beautiful scenery !

1

paulinusa FEB. 08, 2014 - 12:43PM JST

15 cms of snow is "heavy"? Hard to believe Tokyo can't prepare for this type of weather event.

-8

It"S ME FEB. 08, 2014 - 12:51PM JST

Just came from a 7km walk in the wide stuff. Great fun stopped for a Curry-Wurst and some Gluehwein.

Not many cars around, but tomorrow should be fun too.
0

CrazyJoe FEB. 08, 2014 - 01:00PM JST

The snow must be putting a freeze on wedding bells.

0

DaveAllTogether FEB. 08, 2014 - 01:38PM JST

15 cms of snow is "heavy"? Hard to believe Tokyo can't prepare for this type of weather event.

Yes it is. The last time I saw snow like this was around 2001 or so. Very rare to have this amount of snow in
Kanto.5

Disillusioned FEB. 08, 2014 - 01:50PM JST

The only good place for snow is on Christmas cards! It's gonna be a good night for a Wild Turkey lock-in with

that special someone.

0

paulinusa FEB. 08, 2014 - 01:51PM JST

"15 cms of snow is "heavy"? Hard to believe Tokyo can't prepare for this type of weather event."

"Yes it is The last time I saw snow like this was around 2001 or so Very rare to have this amount of snow in
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Why does it say "fell"? It's 2 PM and the snow is still dumping on us Hachioji!

1

mrkobayashi FEB. 08, 2014 - 02:35PM JST

paulinusa, you should read what happened in Atlanta a couple of weeks back. The whole city was paralyzed

from just 2 inches of snow.

6

smithinjapan FEB. 08, 2014 - 02:43PM JST

paulinusa: "I guess my point is that Japanese people pride themselves on having contingency plans and
preparing for the unexpected. No one in Tokyo could foresee 15 cm / 6" of snow?"

It does seem odd, and hopefully from now on they will have plans in place to deal with it. By the sounds of the
article, while many trains and planes were stopped and grounded, it wasn't as 'paralyzing' as last year. It IS

wierd, coming from Canada, to hear about how many people get injured or the amount of chaos that's caused
by what I consider a light dusting, but again it's a rarity to get the kind of snow we got last night and this

morning.

-1

Jean ValJean FEB. 08, 2014 - 03:52PM JST

Many areas ARE accustomed to significant snowfall, but the Tokyo metropolitan area is not. A broom is usually

sufficient to remove any snow accumulation, but not this time! And, although it's nearly 4pm(about 10hours into
the snowstorm), the heaviest snow is just coming. We might just get 30cm! Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow!

(^o^)
1

John Occupythemoon Daly FEB. 08, 2014 - 04:45PM JST

It's started to stick to the roads out here in Tsukuba, Ibaraki. I guess I'm home in and building snowmen this
evening!

0

It"S ME FEB. 08, 2014 - 04:54PM JST

Just shovelled snow from outside my apartment door, was quiet a buildup. Still lots of snow coming down here

in western Yokut, Kamakura might be a possibility snowmans are appearing too.

Also got messages that meetings, etc are being cancelled today and tomorrow.2

Hunter Brumfield FEB. 08, 2014 - 05:27PM JST

paulinusaFEB. 08, 2014 - 01:51PM JST "

15 cms of snow is "heavy"? Hard to believe Tokyo can't prepare for this type of weather event."

I guess my point is that Japanese people pride themselves on having contingency plans and preparing for

the unexpected. No one in Tokyo could foresee 15 cm / 6" of snow?

Actually, PaulinUSA, I don't think anyone was caught "unprepared" -- here most people use mass transit rather

than drive, so the main commuting problem may be getting a little snow in your shoe. Thus Tokyo has been
"preparing" for this snow for, oh, about 100 years.

Plus the cold beer and hot sake, food, etc. is likely an easy walk away for most Tokyoites, thanks to the
pedestrian-friendly way the urban areas have been developed. Rather than being shut down the way Atlanta

was, we're enjoying the snowy spectacle outside our windows, and not fretting over whether the power might
suddenly fail. It NEVER has, in my 30 years of living here. We're loving it.

6

cwhite FEB. 08, 2014 - 05:38PM JST

Japan especially Tokyo is extremely prepared for heavy snow. It's not like this is the first time in ever. I

remember at least twice in the last 30 years. Trains unfortunately stop when snow reaches 10cm, but it's not
like it caught anybody by surprise. If you travelled far from home then that's your problem. If businesses and

shops expected employees to come into work this morning when it was already snowing, then that's between
the owner and the employee to shout about. Most people are semi-prepared for earthquakes, typhoons, flash

floods, heat waves, etc and snow is on the lower end of the scale for an emergency. All in all unless this
continues for 3-4 days straight then Tokyo will be back to normal next week.

4

kitzrow FEB. 08, 2014 - 05:45PM JST

23 centimeters of snow near my driveway and it is just before 6 p.m. here, Conditions are blizzard like. I live in
Yokohama. I love it!!

2

the_odeman FEB. 08, 2014 - 06:23PM JST

The agency issued a heavy snow warning for Tokyo, the first such warning for the capital in 13 years, calling

on residents not to go out unless necessary.

Does studying at Starbucks count as necessary?

Had to walk home from Kawasaki station as the Keikyu trains had stopped......silly me

1

lostrune2 FEB. 08, 2014 - 06:51PM JST

For Tokyo, it's a very important day. For us, it's just Saturday.
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jpntdytmrow FEB. 08, 2014 - 07:13PM JST

Passed 50 cm mark in hills west of Takao! Still snowing! Sorry for those out in it or working in hospitals!

3

Bronwyn Schmidt Celebrant FEB. 08, 2014 - 07:22PM JST

I so wish I was back in Tokyo in the cold and snow. It sounds great, stay safe and warm and build some snow
men

-1

jimbly FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:21PM JST

It's about 60-70cm now here in Okutama, cleared the parking area 3 times since lunch, stay safe folks

0

jpntdytmrow FEB. 08, 2014 - 08:50PM JST

Just measured. Yup, 70+ cm! Gorgeous! Treacheous!

0

Disillusioned FEB. 08, 2014 - 09:05PM JST

I've lived in Tokyo and Chiba for 14 years and this is definitely the most snow I've seen fall in these districts. I
got home from work at around 3 and had a little giggle at all the old folks outside shovelling snow off the road.

Of course, now it's over a foot thick! I just finished shovelling around my door so I can get out of the house in
the morning

0
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